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Team XC2
00
We are a team of detail-oriented designers, aiming to solve everyday practical problems. We prioritize design problems over technologies. We
observe, question, and research human-centered problems. Our ultimate goal is to impact the world with simple and profound design solutions.

Corey Brown

Xinbei Hu

Can Zhao
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Problem Statement
01

“

How might we facilitate constructive contribution to make each attendee’s
presence more meaningful during multi-disciplinary meetings?

Research Question:
W h a t a re t h e m o s t c o m m o n c h a l l e n g e s i n m e e t i n g s ?
D o m e e t i n g t y p e s a n d f re q u e n c i e s v a r y c o r re l a t e d t o t h e s i z e o f t h e c o m p a n y, a t t e n d e e s ’ j o b f u n c t i o n s , a n d e x p e r i e n c e l e v e l s ?
I n t h e c o n t e x t o f c o l l a b o r a t i o n , w h a t f o r m o f i n p u t d a t a ( i m a g e , t e x t , v i d e o , a u d i o a n d e t c . ) d o a t t e n d e e s fi n d m o s t u s e f u l a n d h o w d o t h e y
utilize them?
W h a t h a rd w a re t e c h n o l o g i e s / p l a t f o r m s a re u s u a l l y a v a i l a b l e i n t h e c u r re n t m e e t i n g e n v i ro n m e n t ?
W h a t s o f t w a re t o o l s a re u s u a l l y u s e d i n t h e c u r re n t m e e t i n g e n v i ro n m e n t a n d f o r w h a t p u r p o s e s ?
W h i c h s t a g e o f m e e t i n g s h a s m o re p o t e n t i a l t o b e i n t e r f e re d - b e f o re m e e t i n g s , d u r i n g m e e t i n g s , o r a f t e r m e e t i n g s ?
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Background
02
1. Introduction
2. Literature Review
3. Competitive Assessment
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Introduction

Overview
The meeting is a vehicle for many organizational activities, and
employees spend a significant amount of time in meetings.
Kevin Hoffmann, an expert in organizational science notes that
“meetings should add value to participants’ lives by providing a
sense of progress — problems being defined, decisions getting
made, priorities being prioritized, and solutions being built
upon the benefit of multiple perspectives.” Our research finds
that many people are unsatisfied with their current meeting
experience. Additionally, our research shows that people most
frequently participate in small meetings consisting of 3-5
people across various job titles and roles. Deeper inquiry

The observations and findings gleaned from our research led to the
generation of 7 key insights. Our insights informed the creation of the
following design principles:
Increase engagement during the meeting.
Bridge the knowledge gaps between attendees.
Promote individual awareness of context.
Optimize individual expressions
Facilitate independently comprehension of the meeting’s content

through semi-structured interviews exposed communication
gaps within multidisciplinary environments.

Executive Summary
The goal of this research was to identify and understand
existing problems within the meetings in US business
environments. Our team conducted a literature review, 4 expert
interviews, and primary research methods consisting of a 200+
response survey and 12 semi-structured user interviews. Our
research revealed that the multidisciplinary meeting environment,
coupled with attendees dissatisfaction and perceived lack of
productivity suggest an opportunity for improved
communication among small, multidisciplinary project teams.
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Literature Review

Meeting has been an integral part of working dynamics for

Scholars have adopted various approaches to recreate meeting

decades in the US. In his 2001 research paper, Nicholas C.

experience. Multiple technologies are experimented in face-to-

Romano defines meeting as “a focused interaction of cognitive

face meetings: smartphones, smartwatches, video camera,

attention, planned or chance, where people agree to come

shared screen/projector, and speech recognition (see Method in

together for a common purpose, whether at the same time and

References). While these references will be useful in our

the same place, or at different times in different places” (1).

ideation process, we find many opportunities in multidisciplinary

This broad definition focuses on the interactive “cognitive

meetings (MDMs). Jessica Cohen mentions“coverage” as an

attention” of meeting despite a potential temporal and physical

important metric to define useful meetings in the expert

dispersion. The meeting he defines includes “formal board

interview. Coverage refers to a meeting’s ability to include

meetings, casual hallway conversations, telephone calls and

opinions from multiple perspectives or disciplines, as opposed

internet-enabled interactions through tools such as Net-

to a meeting with similar disciplines. Our definition of MDMs are

meeting” (ibid.) Though our team is more interested to mediate

meetings directly associated with important group decisions

face-to-face interactions, Romano’s definition is useful in terms

made by attendees with different job functions (e.g. Project

of its conceptualization of a meeting’s purpose: a meeting is

Manager, Software Engineer, Designer, and etc.). MDMs are

essentially a mechanism to leverage collective intelligence for a

common among clinical meetings (Kunkler). While the context

common goal. Kevin Hoffman’s definition extends the

of enterprise meetings is different from that of clinical

understanding of this common goal: “a meeting is something

meetings, enterprise meetings’ likewise need to incorporate

that enables us to achieve an outcome that we can’t otherwise

diverse perspectives for a consensus. Mazzaferro points out

achieve without it, measured in an agreed-upon fashion” (9). In

that “decisions that are vague or made with poor group

other words, the “agreed-upon fashion” is the assumed ritual

engagement are unworkable and close to useless because

of a meeting – when everyone agrees to attend a meeting, they

abstraction facilitates an absence of accountability.” In his

are already expecting a level of “agreed-upon fashion” rather

opinion, group engagement makes sure every physician know

than someone making decisions alone. Though extreme cases

their responsibility and thus be accountable for their behavior

exist, we as a group believe that a meeting’s value should be

after MDMs. We imply that similarly, in modern enterprise

measured on its ability to acquire meaningful consensus from

environments, useful decisions (e.g. actionable items) are

its attendees. Our ultimate goal of this research report is to

highly contingent on sufficient group engagement and

explore, question, and measure the useful consensus of

interactions.

meeting in modern enterprise culture.
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Competitive Assesement

In order to better understand our problem area, we conducted a competitive analysis of 8 applications that either features working environment or focuses on
meeting experience. Asana, SharePoint, Confluence, LessMeeting, Voicera, Quip, Meetin.gs, and Basecamp were analyzed.
We examined 8 products in terms of their features, information architecture, and user interface. We map their functions onto a 2x2 matrix: the Individual vs.
Collaborative axis distinguishes the concepts focused on personal management versus collective contributions; the Multi-Function vs. Meeting-Specific axis
distinguishes the concepts focused on contextualizing meetings with multiple functions verses meetings specifically. The blank space in the lower-right
suggests our opportunity space and direction: We should to design a tool that is both collaborative and meeting-specific.

Where we
want to
focus

06

Research Methods
03
1. Expert Interviews
2. Survey
3. User Interviews
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Expert Interviews

Kevin Hoﬀman

Kevin Hoffman is the author of Meeting Design: For Managers, Makers, and Everyone(2018).He
connects people, ideas, and solutions in order solve our industry’s pressing design challenges. As
Vice President for Design Practices at Capital One, he takes responsibility for assessing, exploring,
and accelerating all areas of design with a team of over 80 very talented human beings. He also cofounded a software product, Boardthing, and a design agency, Seven Heads Design, a network of
digital design thinkers who collaborated frequently on major projects. Kevin regularly shares his
insights at conferences across the world.

Microsoft Group
Interview

Jessica Cohen is a senior design Researcher in Microsoft and works in the Compass Program. She
spent the past 21 months working with teams to improve their collaboration habits. She also decided
to have a follow-up interview with us
Charlie Chung is currently working on its core collaboration products (Outlook and Exchange). He is
the head of product for all time management scenarios at work in Outlook. This includes all aspects
of how users organize their time, schedule and collaborate around meetings, and navigate their day.
Brian Stucker‘s job is to find, attract, and influence people across Microsoft through meetings. He
and his staff spend about 80% of our day, every day, planning, engineering, and participating in
meetings. They have resources that allow them to utilize a full product marketing process in order to
refine every aspect of who they meet with.
Caitlin Hart is a product manage and acts as product owner for multiple v1 and mature experiences,
most recently Outlook Calendar.

Jessica Cohen

Jessica Cohen is a senior design Researcher in Microsoft and works in the Compass Program. It
thrives on being fast and efficient: their global relationships enable them to bring the voice of the
customer into their product with maximum ROI. The variety of projects she do keeps the team fresh
and focuses. She spent the past 21 months working with teams to improve their collaboration habits,
first with Macy’s Technology (18 months) and now with a variety of Microsoft Customers (3 months),
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Survey

Survey

We distributed the survey via email and social networks to those who are currently working or have working experience in the United States. We collected and and analyzed the results
of the survey as responses are submitted.
After distributing the survey, we will focus on the population who attend small group meetings and find out what their current pain points are. We targeted IT companies because we
aimed to target more tech-savvy population with more potential to utilize new technologies rather than more traditional meetings.
The questionnaire also served as a recruiting method for our user interview. We recruited participants by using the questionnaire mentioned above, pulling out those participants who fit
our profile: U.S. residents who have at least one year working experience.
We wanted to understand the current pain points and existing solutions so that we will not duplicate efforts. We wanted explore possible directions for our research questions and
determine what technologies our populations have access to.

09

User Interviews

User interview
Our sessions began with a 20–40 minute semi-structured interview
with the participants regarding their meeting experiences.
In this activity, we decided to build empathy with our participants by
hearing personal stories and examples of their meeting experience.
We wanted to find out the details of the structures of each multidisciplinary meetings, the process in each meeting and the way
people communicate with each other in each meetings.
After all the data is collected and mapped out, we looked differences
and similarities between multi-disciplinary meetings in different IT
companies. We wanted to identify what defines good
communication.
Interviews were conducted in person and remotely (Skype or Google
Hangout). see Appendix.

Interview with Participant 12 in person

User Recuitment
From our survey results, we decided to focus on small to medium multidisciplinary meetings. We reached out to 14 eligible participants and
were able to recruit 12 people from different sizes of companies,
who were selected based on their survey answers. (5 designers; 2
researchers; 3 engineers, and 2 product managers).

10

Research Results
04
1. Overview
2. Survey Data
3. Insights
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Overview

After wrapping up our data collection from user interviews,

Insights

expert interviews, and surveys, we began synthesizing our data

01 In large meetings, attendees have less expectations to engage

by affinity diagramming.

the conversations and tend to be distracted by other tasks.

For the user interviews, we coded the same participant’s data,
reviewed each other’s data points together, and agreed on a
certain level of details on each data point. When writing data
points for the rest of participants on yellow sticky notes, we
made sure we examined each one together and revised the
unclear ones to reach the agreed level of details. We then
grouped the data points into themes, written on blue sticky
notes.

02 In multidisciplinary meetings, attendees find it difficult to distill
and engage useful details of another descipline due to knowledge
gaps of different domains.
03 Some attendees tend to count on a meeting leader to call out
irrelevant/divergent topics due to social courtesy and fear of
disrupting a group atmosphere.

For our survey data, we generated pie charts for the

04 Attendees find taking their own (digital or manual) notes useful

demographic information of our participants and grouped the

even if there’s always someone taking notes for everyone.

responses to “What factors do you think make meetings less
productive?” into certain themes.
For our expert interviews, we triangulated the data by
generating insights based on the themes we have already seen
from the user interviews and surveys. We distilled all of the
information above into following insights.

05 Attendees like to take notes by hand becuase paper has less
constraints than digital forms. They need to transcribe and tailor
paper notes digitally for the understanding of a larger audience.
06 How can you collaborate agenda information without losing a
goal. How does the meeting organizer balance the goal and the
varying desired discussion topics?

12

Survey Data

Below is the demographic information of the 204 survey respondents who have at least 1-year working
experience in the United States. See Appendix for full survey data.
Total 204 Respondents

More than 20%

Intermediate
18.6%

33%

22.1%

78%
Senior

37 %

23%

17.2%

Entry/
Junior

Others

Job Level

22%
13.2%

28.9%

Less than 20%

Proportion of
Multidesciplinary Meeting

Survey Result
As the demographic break down of our participants
shown, the survey participants identify with a variety of
job functions. Multidesciplinary meetings occupy at least
20% of all the meetings they attended last month. 78%
of the participants responded that most of the meetings
they attended consist of 3 ~ 10 people.
We noticed 2 patterns from these participants:
1) In terms of the objects participants would bring to a
meeting, more than 50% of participants say that they
would bring pencil/pen, notebook. 2) In response to the
most common challenges of meetings, 43.3% chose
“keep meeting focus and on track” and 38.3% chose
“coming to decision”.

Research
Product Manager
Engineering

14%
16%

7%
78%
18%

Information
Technology

11%

Sales

12 %

9%
Administrative

Small-medium
Meetings (3~10
people)

7%

19%

10%

Large Meetings
(>10 people)

Designers

Others

One-on-one
Meeting

Current Job Function

We used affinity diagram to organize the qualitative data
in response to the survey question, “What factors do you
think make meetings LESS productive?”
We found two themes lead to back and forth discussion
during meetings: 1) Different domain knowledge and
different interpretation of topics; 2) Lacking of enough
information to agree or disagree. Meanwhile, we notice
that individual use of electronic devices brings a sense of
“distractions” or “multitasking.” We infer that by having
access to the same content, with same medium, and at
the same time, participants find a sense of “on the same
page.”

Size of Meetings
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Insights

Explanation

“

In large meetings, attendees have
less expectations to engage the
conversations and tend to be
distracted by other tasks.

“

I would say that more like 60% of the [large]
meetings I am probably responding to some
emails or like doing some low cognitive tasks.

Participant 1

Most of our participants acknowledged that they multi-tasked

— Participant 12

“In larger meetings, I think it's pretty common for
people to multi-task.”

during large meetings. Though they generally considered a
meeting with 10 people to be large, some of them also raised
expressed similar opinions towards 7-people meetings. From

Participant 11

going to be multi-tasking.”

their tones, we infer that it is socially acceptable to be less
engaged during large meetings.
In our expert interviews, Kevin Hoffman reminds us the model

“In large meetings around 80% of the people are

Expert Interview

“The complexity of meeting is highly dependent on the
meeting size. If we connect every attendee and

in his book. His model suggests a correlation between

understand each line as one point of argument, we

meeting size and meeting complexity with the premise that

can see that adding one person does not only mean

everyone is contributing some opinions to the meeting. 7-

adding one new agreement. It will scale up the

people is the limit he suggests. Beyond that, we have reason

complexity of the meeting quickly. ”

to believe either agreement or engagement will be lacking in
these meetings.

14
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Insights

Explanation

“

In multidisciplinary meetings,
attendees find it diﬃcult to distill and
engage useful details of another
discipline due to knowledge gaps of
diﬀerent domains.

“

It makes the meeting less productive to get into very
detailed domain-specific topic when meeting with
people from diﬀerent backgrounds.

Participant 1

— Participant 8

“People from other teams speak really casually with their

Jargons create barriers for attendees of other disciplines to

acronyms…Also sometimes too much detail can be

engage meaningfully during meetings. A continuous input of

misleading.”

these unknown vocabularies might quickly lower some
attendees’ interest and make them multi-task. However,

Participant 2

“When [marketing team] started talking about the content of

different roles need to create mutual understanding for each

their strategy most people just listened until… I'm sure that

other and achieve consensus on some decisions. This requires

some people were multitasking at that point because I was in

the conversations to include useful information that explain

the in the conference room… It’s their expertise.”

each other’s restrictions without delving into excessive details
of a disciplines.

“When PMs and engineers join the meeting, everyone has to
Participant 5

agree on a single design decision because we all have
different perspectives. “
“You do not want to bring out specifics because again, when

Participant 12

you bring out specifics, you could step into these radical
discussions that are not useful.”

15
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Insights

Explanation

“

“

Some attendees tend to count on a
meeting leader to call out irrelevant/
divergent topics due to social
courtesy and fear of disrupting a
group atmosphere.

Sometimes [as the presenter] I have to redirect
people back to what kind of feedback we want. It's
like sometimes people are just keep talkin about
something that we don't really care.

Participant 7

— Participant 6

There is a lack of mechanism around stopping

Calling out an irrelevant topic can be stressful during

tangents and staying focused on most important or

meetings. While some people would wear professional hats

pressing topics.

and redirect the conversation, some people would hesitate to
interrupt others and be judged in public.

Participant 9

There is also an uncertain delay of calling out irrelevant topics.

“I have these important people in a room. They'll kind
of try to hijack the meeting to talk about a different

The presenter/facilitator usually needs to find a timing to

matter just because they think something is more

interrupt the conversation after making sure that it’s off topic.

important…[I’m the project manager] so I’ll just say
hey guys, back to what we actually are talkin about.”
Participant 11

“People are more comfortable communicating this in
slack and are hesitant to actually like vocalize what
they want to say probably because of fear of speaking
up. And they're worried that it might hurt others.”

16
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Insights

Explanation
The process of making notes is to reinforce personal transient

“

Generally I think [personal] notes are helpful. I think
if you're in the meeting and you're paying attention,
the notes will jog your memory enough for you to
remember what was being said.

Participant 2

that’s not something they’ll take notes on.”

perspectives and interests, attendees always prefer to
Participant 3

“All of us would take notes except for the presenter.”

Participant 4

“The notes are for my individual use but then the

usually in personal notes or sent individually to relevant

note-taker will send a follow-up summary to the whole

Usually, notes for everyone are high-level documentations. They

team via email… Note-taking affects how we focus on

are useful as a way to keep everyone on the same page and

the content [of the meeting].”

provide a general direction for the project.
However, presenters find it difficult to take notes during

Participant 9

“Taking notes while talking is like multi-tasking.”

Participant 9

“The common notes are pretty high-level…if I want to

meetings. They mostly rely on others’ notes or write something
down immediately after the meeting based on their short-term
memories.

“I need to remember stuff on my own because I can't
times. There are things that are just for me and maybe

one person, usually a PM) cannot represent everyone’s

attendees.

— Participant 1

always rely on someone recapping the meeting at all

memories as trackable data. Since high-level notes (taken by

document important moments for themselves. Action items are

“

Attendees find taking their own
(digital or manual) notes useful even
if there’s always someone taking
notes for everyone.

remember a specific reference I’ll write that down.”

17
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Insights

Explanation

“

Attendees like to take notes by hand
because paper has less constraints
than digital forms. If these notes will
be shared with a larger audience
afterwards, they will transcribe and
tailor paper notes digitally.

“

When I need to send my notes to others via email, I
transcribe the handwritten words and describe my
sketch through words.
— Participant 3

Participant 4

“I don’t know why. I just like hand notes. I’m old.”

Participant 11

“I don't transcribe like all the [handwritten] notes to

In terms of the form of taking notes, manual notes are always
preferred according to our survey results and user interviews.
While some designers specifically mentioned their needs to
sketch in their notes, some people just prefer manual notes

Outlook. Some notes are for me. In my shared notes

without explicit reasons. When these participants need to

I'll try to quote the exact words [from the meeting] so

transcribe these manual notes to someone else, they will also

that everybody can remember.

tailor their manual notes so that they will be more useful to the
target audience.

18
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Insights

Explanation

“

“

The attendees lose track of the
conversation as a result of not
having access to the context of the
meeting.

It’s really useful if people provide some context like,
information that tells me, how we are, where we are
now, where we’re trying to get to. A lot of times
what we’re trying to do is just getting from one
place to another. If you don’t understand how you
got there then you’re missing the context.

Participant 2

— Participant 1

“I have invites but sometimes, I didn’t receive the

Context decides the relevancy between topics and attendees

agenda (for the meeting) before I got here and I

of meetings. A broad definition of “context” is the general

realized that this is not I want to attend.”

value and focus of a all the attendees. If an attendee does not
identify with the problems of these people, he/she does not
want to attend this meeting. A more specific definition of
“context” is how topic A goes to topic B, and the reasoning

Charlie Chung

“Meetings are meant for us to reinforce the culture
that we actually want within the team. So what you're

patter n that everyone agrees upon. By figuring the context of a

really doing is engineering the social interaction.

meeting, the attendee can lear n what kind of information is too

Because that is part of any work environment. People

detailed for other attendees, as well as the high-level problems

are not all robots and you have to have that shared

that everyone relates to.

context. You have to get people on the same page in
the same direction. I think that's what effective
meetings really do. ”

19
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Insights

Explanation

“

“

A mismatch between attendees’
behavior and expectations results in
a vicious circle of seeking help after
meetings.

Sometimes people just don't retain everything that
happened in the during the meetings and just ask
you questions. I always send out notes with
references after the meeting, but of course, nobody
reads these emails these days.

Participant 1

— Participant 9

“It's very common to get added to a group chat when

In our studies, we notice a general patter n of seeking

you're added to a meeting or a specific project. And

communications through group chats or emails after meetings.

then after the meeting that's where people will post

Since some attendees already have the expectation to be able

their slides and maybe post action items. Some

to inquire someone more thoroughly after meetings (e.g. to

people still use emails though.”

confirm if their understandings are on the same page), they
tend to retain less information during meetings.
Participant 7

“The PM’s notes are saved on OneNote and they are
available for everyone. I don’t know who accesses
these or if anyone does. They’re probably just for
PMs.”
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05
1. Context Scenario
2. Sean Mathis Persona & User Journey
3. Keith Lambert Persona & User Journey
4. Diana Algar Persona & User Journey
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Context Scenario

The design team is presenting their solution of Product feature A and would like to get some feedback from engineer team, marketing team and product
manager, so that they could move forward. Product manager invites all people who are relavant to this subject mater to the meeting. During the meeting,
the developer team challenges their solutions, present their perspectives, and propose another direction.
The diagram is the meeting experience for Keith, the product manager, Sean, the graphic designer, and Diana, the software engineer. The next slides will
introduce each person and their detailed user jour ney during the meeting.

Engagement
Level

Keith
Sean
Diana

Meeting
Pre-meeting

During Metting
Keith comments on and summarizes
Sean’s work for Diana. As Dinana hears
more, she starts to ask questions
about specific details relevant to her
work instead of Sean’s. Only Keith
engages her questions and Sean starts
to lose interest.

Post meeting
After the meeting, Keith needs to
answer all the questions from Sean and
Diana becasue they could not follow
the universal notes emailed by Keith.

22
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Persona

Sean Mathis

Background Story
Team A needs to talk about their design decision about Product A with both team

Contributer

B and C. Sean’s boss invites all three teams to the meeting in the afternoon.

Seattle, WA

Sean also needs to present.

Goals
Contribute his own work
Be Productive

Needs
Understand the concepts or the acronym that the engineers or sales team
referred to.

“

“

I know the general idea but the
knitty-gritty technical details
are not useful to me.

Understand what content is relevent or not to himself during meeting
Easy get back to topic after multi-tasking
Easy and free note taking
Understand what to work on after the meeting (clear actionable items)

23
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Journey Map

Ask Keith to
make sure what
the actionable
item is

Post meeting

Description

Description

Description

Sean need to comment on the
document prior to the meeting so that
they have something to say during the
documents

Sean need to present his work in front of all 3 team members.

Sean recieves a email about
what happened during the
meeting. He takes a glance
and continue to work on his
own work.

After that Both sides (Global Marketing and Tech) express
their opinion on issues. Sean feels the marketing and tech
details are not relavant to him, so he start multitasking
Talk until compromise is reached.
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Persona

Keith Lambert

Background Story
Keith is reponsible for a project that involves 3 teams. He needs to

Facilitator

check everyone’s working progress and get consensus on possible

Seattle, WA

collaborative directions.

Goals
Make sure everyone is on track and know their responsibility
Make everyone happy

Needs
Make effective agenda, including setting goals and inviting relavant
attendees

“

“

Keep meetings focused on the right things effectively
Facilitate stakeholder communications
Track follow-up actions from the meeting

I don’t manage people. I can’t
just say build this. I have to
get them to understand why.

25
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Journey Map

Trying to rephrase other
people’s opinions.

Prepare a slide
on general
topics

Make quick hand notes
while leading
dicussions

Wrap up and
remind of
actionable items
Cut out an irrelevant
discussion after 10
mins

Transcribe and
send out notes

Receive questions

Meeting
Pre-meeting

During Metting

Post meeting

Description

Description

Description

To keep the meeting manageable,
Keith decides to invite 6 people from 3
teams. Keith initiates an agenda and
shares it with the attendees. He’s not
sure if he can speak for everyone, so
he makes the agenda pretty open.

Keith starts with a summary of their topics for the meeting.
He asks design team to present their progress. While
facilitating the discussion, Keith takes quick manual notes
about problems and questions. The marketing and engineer
teams also present their perspectives, and Keith tries to find a
common ground for both teams so that

After the meeting, Keith
transcribes his manual notes
digitally and shares them through
email. However, he notices people
might not read it (carefully) since
he receives questions that are
answered in his notes.
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Persona

Diana Algar

Background
Background Story
Diana was invited to a project
project meeting to discuss a decision. The meeting

Uninformed Attendee

does not directly
directly address
address Diana’s
Diana’s work and she does not need to speak.

Seattle, WA

Diana considers this meeting to be of low-priority.
low-priority.

Goals
Get her work done
Stay on top of her to-do list

Needs
Know her specific task within the project

“

“

Understand why the meeting is taking place
Be aware of her deadlines
Know the information that is relevant to her work

How is this relavant to what I
will be working on?
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Diana’s Meeting Experience
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Journey Map

Begins to think
about other project
tasks

Ask Kieth about
actionale item

Listening during
presentation

Meeting
Pre-meeting

During Metting

Post meeting

Description

Description

Description

Due to her unrelenting workload, Diana
is unaware of the purpose or function
of this meeting. She neglects to read
the brief and requires a verbal
summary of the meeting purpose
before the start.

Diana’s engagement rises during the design
presentation. Her engagement declines after
the presentation but then peaks during
follow-up discussion when she hears a word
that is relevant to her tasks.

As soon as the
meeting ends, Diana
returns to her work
that was originally
occupying her
attention.
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Discussion
1. Design Principles
2. Next Step
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Design Principles

01

Increase engagement during the meeting.
The solution should prevent attendess from

04

multitasking during meetings.

Optimize individual expressions
The solution should help attendees testify
disagreements through a concrete representatio
of each other’s understanding

The solution should find a way to encourage
attendees’ individual input.

The solution should help attendees to express
their opinions to be understanded by other

02

people.

Bridge the knowledge gaps between
attendees.

Open form of sharing information helps
attendees to freely express their thoughts and

The solution should create a collective resource

opinions.

that everyone can refer to.
The solution should make sure everyone
understand a little bit about each others’
discipline to make an informed decision.

05

Facilitate independently comprehension of
the meeting’s content
The solution should make sure each attendees

03

walk out with an actionable item

Promote individual awareness of context

The solution should document important

The solution should provide context during the

moments for each attendee in order for them to

meeting to help attendees to be aware whether

reinforce attendees’ personal transient memories

they are off topics or not, and help them to stay

as trackable data.

on track.
The solution should inform the attendees the

The solution should provide resources for
reference.

current state of the meeting.
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Next Step

During our research stage, We conducted expert interviews, survey, and user interviews to identify a several painpoints. Based on the
research data, we built empathy with our users and created a user journey map to represent their behaviors and cognitive process. Through
this, we gained a thorough understanding of our problem area.
With the secondary and primary research completed and some early concept ideas in mind, we will begin the ideation process and try
t o create as many possible solutions based on our design principles. However, regarding our principles, we will continue to refine them as we
acquire new information and knowledge. As we move forward with concept generation, we will explore more and take a closer look at the
current meeting environment.
Lastly, we will iterate and begin the prototyping stages after ideation. We will initially start with low-fidelity methods such as paper or
cardboard prototypes. In the meantime, we will try to familiarize ourselves with motion prototyping methods as quick as possible and also
establish a harmonize collaborating pace. Eventually, we will move to more high fidelity prototypes.
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Appendix
1 . R e f e re n c e
2. Competitive Assessment
3 . R e s e a rc h K i t
4. Expert Interview Guide and Report
5. Survey Result
6. User Interview Script
7 . I n fi n i t y D i a g r a m
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COMPETITIV
COMPETITIVE
ANALYSIS
E ANALYSIS
Team XC2 (Xinbei, Can, Corey)

01
Asana

Asana gives you everything you need to stay in sync, hit deadlines, and reach your goals. From tasks and projects to conversations and notifications, Asana enables teams to
move work from start to finish. It’s simple to get started, but powerful enough to run your entire business. And it’s free.

01
Asana

We choose Asana becasue it is a workflow management tool that includes the meeting, especially in the post meeting phase with the decision or actionable item.

Features

Information Architecture

UI

Strengths

Strengths

Strengths

• Track projects by visualize work in each
stage
• Use Timeline to create a plan that shows
you how the pieces of your project fit
together
• Bring emails, files, tickets, and more into
Asana
• All attachments to tasks & conversations in
this project will appear in “files”.
• Easy integration

• Have multiple entry point to the main task
• Hierarchy between 1st level nav and
second level nav is very clear and maintain
consistency
• Page layout and visual weight distribution is
clean and clear. Visually dominant action
button get noticed the most.
• Central message is delivered by highlight
the color of e.g. “who’s missing from your
team”

• Real-time Communication
Pain points
Pain points
• No notification on the app besides email
notification
• Not enough features in mobile version, just
a to-do-list
• No filter in search
• Can't use the app offline

• Hierarchy in view more( “...”) is not enough.
take action slow
• automatically go to that date.
• No entry of finding the specific label. Long
process of work around (need to add a new
label, and click into that label )
• Too many steps to delete a task as “Delete“
is hidden in the “...” under each task details
page.
• While adding task, the task list slides to the
left and the “adding new task” is showing
on the right, which is in the same hierarchy
level with task list.

• Card approch made each module very clear

Pain points
• 1st level navigation bar is not clear which
tab is on right now
• Too many font sizes in toolbar.

01
Asana

Target Audience
Asana is for individuals, teams, startups, SMBs, large enterprises, and non-profit organizations. mostly IT company

Takeaway
The assessment of Asana made me realize how important is visualization for people to easily understand their workflow. Also it is important to creat connection between each related
Asana exemplifies how visualization of workflow could benefit busy professionals. The lesson we learned from Asana is that visualization as a scheme can lower the learning curve and
makes the product more approachable to users. In the context of our project, we should explore where and how we want to adopt visualization effectively as a scheme: in pre-meeting
preparation, spontaneous synthesis during meetings, or post-meeting follow up?
Another takeaway from Asana is that meeting does not exist independently; Asana contexualizes meetings with “workflow,” which involves tasks, projects, and people with different job
functions. Asana provides the context of each meeting through connections of the above. In our project, we should investigate the entire workflow before diving into meeting specifically.
Our questions are: how might workflows vary across companies? Should we design a tool that incorporates workflows of a specific group, or do we broaden it up to a common theme?

02

SharePoint
SharePoint is a platform that for people to share and manage content, knowledge, and applications to empower teamwork, quickly find information, and seamlessly collaborate
across the organization.

02

SharePoint
We choose SharePoint becasue it is a powerful collaboration tool, epecifically for managing content and knowledge. One important aspect of meeting is the how the attendees
share knowlege with each other. Analysing SharePoint can help us understand how they make it work.

Features

Information Architecture

UI

Strengths

Strengths

Strengths

• Collect data, share and manage on an
intranet.
• automate data exchange, synchronize files
• Create, apps that interact with data in
SharePoint lists and libraries
• Smart result (Powerful search engine)

Pain points
• Mobile app doesn’t work stand along. It
always wants to open Onedrive to view a
file.
• No filter for files searching in mobile version

• For each different sub tool, sharepoint use
different color indicator and same location
to show the sense of space.

• Using the same visual language as other
Office 365 tool. The consistancy makes
user clear what each indication means.

• The hierarchy of search result is very clear.
Easy for user to quickly find what they want

• The card approach made each content very
clear.

• The hierachy of each module is very clear.
Easy to navigate through different task

• Using Icongraphy for each different types of
content. Easy for user to recognize.

Pain points
• The universal search is in the same place
with toolbar which may be confused with
only search inside toolbar.
• 3 cancel buttons and 2 save buttons in
“new request”

Pain points
• There is no shadow nor outline of each
card, which made it hard to be seperated
from the grey background.

02

SharePoint
Target Audience
SharePoint designed for teams of all sizes. In addition, companies that use Office 365 and other online Microsoft applications can get the most benefit.

Takeaway
SharePoint has a powerful search engine used for discovering relevant or recommended content. I
integrates many Microsoft tool within its platform. This means it has the power to
track every metadata of a “point” (e.g. a document, a person) and connect relevant data points together. This makes the searching function very accurate and the user can always find
what they need on Sharepoint. The lesson is that if we need to empower our project with some feature, we might not try to build the whole thing but try to integrate with some existent
platforms.
Sharepoint might be the most powerful tool we’ve examined in this assessment. It can basically do everything: make a website, keeps track of immense amount of content (eg.
spreadsheets, discussion boards, presentations), provides reliable searching results based on people’s working information. However, the powerful functions blur Sharepoint’s product
positioning. We found that a lot of users have difficulty understanding what Sharepoint does because it does everything. The lesson we take is that we need to have a clear product
positioning of our project and think of a easy-to-remember slogan to capture the function of our product.

03

Confluence
Confluence is content collaboration software that gives the team a central place to keep your team's work organized and accessible, making it easier to find the information
needed to keep work moving forward. Confluence is designed for teams to improve their ability to communicate and share files.

03

Confluence
We choose confluence also becasue it is a collaboration tool mainly for knowledge exchange in the team.

Features

Information Architecture

UI

Strengths

Strengths

Strengths

• Add meeting notes, project plans, product
requirements, and more. Include
multimedia, dynamic content
• Collection of related pages
• Templates for all the contents
• Meeting notes can crowdsource the agenda
• Roadmap can link to page

Pain points
• Need to input in the text in “filter”, instead
of selecting.
• After attached the file, it will refresh the
page
• No real time editing when there are 2
people editing the same page on mobile
version
• “Like” for each content

• structured hierarchy in search result

Pain points
• Too many modules, hard for user to focus
on one task.
• Lack of hierarchy under “creating content”,
too many choice in the options of no
hierarchy, hard to find the one that you want
• Too many steps to create content
• Hierarchy between 1st level tool bar and
2nd toolbar is not clear
• After entering into each task, how to get
back is not clear
• Click Each button will lead to a new page
and how to get back is not clear

• Great great illustration

Pain points
• There is no transition between each pages
(confusing because don’t know where to
where)
• Too many things under comment,
“reply””edit””delete” “like” and time
• The date selection in “Create” new content,
is too small. Hard to choose the number
• Inconsistent UI - different sizes of return
button, style of metadata, etc.
• No difference in indicator of editing label
and content.

03

Confluence
Target Audience
for JIRA users to instantaneously create issues and track their progress; for developers to discuss specifications together; for technical writers with its nifty documentation storage,
drafting and editing; and for enterprises with solid enterprise readiness and easy synchronization.

Takeaway
The assessment of Asana made me realize how important is visualization for people to easily understand their workflow. Also it is important to creat connection between each related
Asana exemplifies how visualization of workflow could benefit busy professionals. The lesson we learned from Asana is that visualization as a scheme can lower the learning curve and
makes the product more approachable to users. In the context of our project, we should explore where and how we want to adopt visualization effectively as a scheme: in pre-meeting
preparation, spontaneous synthesis during meetings, or post-meeting follow up?
Another takeaway from Asana is that meeting does not exist independently; Asana contexualizes meetings with “workflow,” which involves tasks, projects, and people with different job
functions. Asana provides the context of each meeting through connections of the above. In our project, we should investigate the entire workflow before diving into meeting specifically.
Our questions are: how might workflows vary across companies? Should we design a tool that incorporates workflows of a specific group, or do we broaden it up to a common theme?

04

LessMeeting
Less Meeting is an online app and tool focused and making meetings more productive.The purpose of Less Meeting aligned with our challenge statement.

04

LessMeeting
We choose lessmeeting becasue the purpose of Less Meeting aligned with our challenge statement - make meeting more productive.

Features

Information Architecture

UI

Strengths

Strengths

Strengths

• Set agendas and time needed for each
topic.
• Time progress bar
• automatically syncs
• Set priority level for each task
• Under “Take Agenda Notes ” typing notes
can be marked as “Key point”, “decisions”,
or “action item”

Pain points
• only allowed to have three topics under
each agenda
• Time progress bar
• Have to input time needed for each topic

• N/A

Pain points
• In “action item” don’t know how to add new
• create meeting is in the same level with
“meeting”
• No entry of finding the specific label. Long
process of work around (need to add a new
label, and click into that label )
• Too many steps to delete a task as “Delete“
is hidden in the “...” under each task details
page.
• While adding task, the task list slides to the
left and the “adding new task” is showing
on the right, which is in the same hierarchy
level with task list.

• Drag bar to control time.

Pain points
• When creating meeting, setting time, only
one slider in dragging bar , how to set both
start time and end time just dragging one
slider?
• When check “send invite”, the action button
shows “send invite”, when uncheck “send
invite”. The action button becomes “create
meeting space”

04

LessMeeting
Target Audience
It is for the team which has limited time and space.

Takeaway
Less Meeting is an extreme example of designing constraints or structuring topics during meetings. Its time progress bar forces people to talk through a certain topic within the
designated time span without considering the real-world situations - not every topic is worthy of the same amount of attention and time. We learned that through our user interviews: if
one important topic is not adequately addressed, there will probably be more meetings scheduled. Thus, Less Meeting is only making one session of meeting shorter, but not making
meeting less as a whole.
We learned that when designing some constraints to organize the meetings, we should consider attendees’ agency and behavioral patterns instead of restricting them mechanically. We
thus need to ask more questions about people’s behavioral modes.

05

Voicera
Less Meeting is an online app and tool focused and making meetings more productive.The purpose of Less Meeting aligned with our challenge statement.

05

Voicera
Voicera offers an example of how automation works to structuralize actionable items during meetings. We specifically aim to examine how user’s data during meetings are
collected in this interactive machine learning model.

Features

Information Architecture

UI

Strengths

Strengths

Strengths

• supports multiple conference call platforms
on portable devices with microphones.
• The conference notes and transcriptions are
synced to cloud automatically and there’s
no messy download
• The AI system learns over time and
automate highlights according to user’s
highlights.

Pain points
• The precision of the transcription is
dependent on the audio quality.
• The pause of transcription (eg. comma) is
not semantic but cognitive.
• The user’s highlight through either tapping
or voice commands always lags behind the
speaker’s real highlights. It is awkward and
intrusive to say actionable items to highlight
during meetings.

• N/A

Pain points
• Different sections of the system seem
unrelated and the user might have a hard
time figuring out a typical use case/flow.
• “Make sure the meeting has a dial-in or
meeting URL and make sure the invite
comes from an email registered with
Voicera.” This important information is at
the lower left of the calendar web page. The
user might not notice it until they make
some mistake and tries to diagnose why.
Plus, it’s not obvious how a “meeting URL”
would work since only a phone number
works in my testing.

• The system integrates the UI of inviting
someone to a meeting through email into
adding Eva to a meeting.
• The user gets notified whenever any action
is done
• The action buttons are obvious and intuitive
to use

Pain points
• When creating meeting, setting time, only
one slider in dragging bar , how to set both
start time and end time just dragging one
slider?
• When check “send invite”, the action button
shows “send invite”, when uncheck “send
invite”. The action button becomes “create
meeting space”

05

Voicera
Target Audience
Asana is for individuals, teams, startups, SMBs, large enterprises, and non-profit organizations. mostly IT company

Takeaway
The assessment of Voicera makes me realize the path of automation not only has its technology constraints but also causes confusion for users. Like any other product in the realm of
interactive machine learning, Voicera’s biggest challenge is the difficulty to collect valid data from the users to train an AI model to understand what is going on during meetings. The
direction of our project should then focus more on augmenting the meeting experience rather than automating experience, since using machines to make important decisions for human
beings is still questionable and open to a lot of challenges.
Voicera also makes me realize multi-platforms of one product could be confusing if not organized properly. If our project work on several platforms, the experience should be consistent
as a unifying flow.
The implied opportunity of Voicera is the possibility to integrate in-meeting experience simultaneously rather than adding extra workload before meetings (such as making agendas).

06
Quip

Less Meeting is an online app and tool focused and making meetings more productive.The purpose of Less Meeting aligned with our challenge statement.

06
Quip

Quip is commonly used among big tech companies during meetings. It exemplifies how technology tools could augment and remediate people’s behavior during and after
meetings.

Features

Information Architecture

UI

Strengths

Strengths

Strengths

• All the interactions are succinctly designed
on the same page and the user does not
need to leave the page during the meetings.
• Action items incorporates @ mentions and
reminders, which makes sure the
responsibility is distributed to an individual
level within a certain time span.

Pain points
• Though each member can comment on the
agenda, the interaction does not include
how the agenda could be adjusted based
on these comments.
• Team member’s notes might not sufficiently
represent everyone’s understanding and
contribution to the topic.
• Only allows for verbal notes, which might
limit the expressions of each participant

• Slack-like collaborative system that syncs
chatting, document editing and sharing,
spreadsheets in one place.

Pain points
• Quip’s remediation of behaviors during
meetings are very limited - participants
need further follow-up group chats to
decide what to put on action items.

• The system integrates the flow of inviting
someone to a meeting through email into
adding Eva to a meeting.
• The user gets notified whenever any action
is done
• The action buttons are obvious and intuitive
to use

Pain points
• This experience of receiving multiple
information from web, email, and phone
during a short period of time is incongruent
and frustrating.

06
Quip

Target Audience
Asana is for individuals, teams, startups, SMBs, large enterprises, and non-profit organizations. mostly IT company

Takeaway
The assessment of Quip’s team collaboration makes me realize the meeting experience is embedded in the entire working flow in a company and cannot be deprived of its context.
Quip augments the meeting experience by inventing some information structure that the attendees need to follow, and give users the freedom to figure out what to put in the blanks.
Currently, users would just schedule another meeting or use group chats to figure out the answers. This is the opportunity space for us to intervene in this process.

07

BaseCamp
Basecamp is an online collaboration app designed to provide teams a place to discuss and manage projects, events, or other work they're doing together. Basecamp features
team-specific message boards, check-ins, to-do lists, schedules, and documents and files.

07

BaseCamp
Quip is a collaborative productivity software suite for mobile and the Web

Features

Information Architecture

UI

Strengths

Strengths

Strengths

• Information, messages, documents, and
communication is equally visible to all team
members.
• Automatic Check-ins ask team members to
submit a short report answering a question
on a recurring basis. The options are highly
customizable
• Message boards track progress and
communication.
• “Campfire”- a chat room that allows team
members to pose questions and
discussions to everyone in the team.
• “Ping”- the direct messenger on basecamp.
• You can generate reports that show tasks
that are overdue or all the tasks assigned to
a particular person.

Pain points
• Doesn't offer time-tracking, invoicing, or
reporting tools
• When you open the chat box to read
incoming messages or start new ones, it
directs you to a whole new page for it.

• Teams and projects are compartmentalized.

• Teams and projects are compartmentalized.

• Dashboard- each team or project space is
depicted on the dashboard as a card.

• To collaborate on any project or with any
team, you just have to enter that space by
clicking on the card.

• Clear hierarchy- team cards are grouped
together. Project cards are grouped
together. Above Teams and Projects is a
main account card, with the name of your
business or organization.

Pain points
• Once a user enters one project or team
space, all others disappear from view.
• Dashboard lack high-level information and
summaries. You need to seek out
information and scrub through projects and
message boards.
• In the message board, the user needs to
scroll to the bottom to see the most recent
activity.
• You can't be in a Ping conversation while
also looking at a project page.

• There is a timeline of things that have been
done.
• Everything is visible and navigable from the
dashboard.

Pain points
• To get any company news or information,
you have to fall down the company rabbit
hole by clicking on that card.
• you can't annotate or draw on image files
and PDFs to illustrate what you may not be
able to describe clearly in a text comment.
• The interface requires a lot of navigation in
and out of different spaces just to navigate
your account.

07

BaseCamp
Target Audience
As a place for collaboration, Basecamp best serves companies with teams across various disciplines, working on multiple projects. Small to medium-sized companies without existing
collaboration software infrastructure will benefit best from basecamp’s collaboration tools.

Takeaway
Basecamp provides teams an online hub for basic collaboration. It has nearly all the necessary tools for facilitating efficient collaboration within projects.
Aside from the core features of message boards, to-do lists, timelines, and schedules, Basecamp offers several unique features– the “Automatic Check-In” offers a unique solution to
time-consuming status meetings. Additionally, the ability to directly message team members seems useful, but the lack of access to threads and documents while chatting undermines
the feature’s effectiveness. The “campfire” feature is useful in that it allows team members to pose a discussion question to everyone in the company, providing a place for inter-team
information exchange.
The organization and hierarchy are logical and clear. Teams and project organization is easily glanceable and accessible. Personal information such as “My Stuff: My Assignments, My
Bookmarks, My Schedule” are also accessible via the dashboard. However, certain elements of the architecture and interface present drawbacks in productivity. For instance, to locate
information from a specific project, users are must navigate down the “project rabbit hole” by clicking on that card, at which point no other projects are visible. Basecamp would benefit
from a more accessible navigation structure, allowing users to be aware of the context of the content and project they are viewing.

08

Meetin.gs
Basecamp is an online collaboration app designed to provide teams a place to discuss and manage projects, events, or other work they're doing together. Basecamp features
team-specific message boards, check-ins, to-do lists, schedules, and documents and files.

08

Meetin.gs
Quip is a collaborative productivity software suite for mobile and the Web

Features

Information Architecture

UI

Strengths

Strengths

Strengths

• Meeting scheduler- lets others pick a
suitable time from your meeting scheduler
that synchronizes with your calendar.

• Meeting pages exist online. Each meeting
has its own URL for attendees to access
information.

• All meeting participants are informed
through email regarding meeting related
updates.

• Dashboard allows users to See a quick
overview of upcoming meetings and
activities related to them.

• Agenda is sent to participants before the
meeting takes place and action points are
sent afterwards as a follow-up.

• All meeting participants are informed
through email regarding meeting related
updates.

• View participant profiles including a photo,
contact information, and RSVP status.
Export their business cards to your address
book.

• Ability to see all past meetings in one place.

Pain points
• No checklist to mark meetings as done.
• Ability to comment and add documents
creates more diversions from the purposeto view meeting information.

Pain points
• Dashboard categories are inconsistent“Today,” “Tasks,” “Scheduling,” “This Week”
• Each meeting brings the user to a different
web page.

• Participants are able to view the meeting
materials and provide their comments in
real-time without sending an email or
downloading a single attachment.
• Meeting pages allow for custom stylingcompany colors, logo, etc.

Pain points
• Mobile interface is inconsistent with
desktop interface.
• Web-based functionality creates minor
variations in views across browsers.
• The UI informs you where the remote
meeting is held (e.g. skype, google
hangouts) but does not provide a clickable
link to that chatroom.
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Meetin.gs
Target Audience
Meetin.gs target audience: As a meeting management and scheduling tool, Meetin.gs best serves individual freelancers or small companies willing to implement a standard meeting
planning structure.

Takeaway
At its core, Meetin.gs provides certain features that are not available on other Calendar apps. When scheduling a meeting, users have the ability– and are encouraged– to add an agenda
and action points. Once the “meet me” page is set up with its own unique URL, attendees can add and access relevant documents, as well as facilitate discussion in the comments
section. The web app integrates with other calendar apps such as Google Calendar and Office 365 to determine meeting times. It also integrates with communication platforms such as
Skype and Google hangouts to link user’s to a remote meeting service.
For meetin.gs users, there is a dashboard that visualizes all of the past and upcoming meetings. This is useful but inconsistently organized. Since it does not serve as the actual audio/
video service for remote meetings, Meetings.gs essentially just provides meeting attendees a web page that serves as a central location for meeting materials and information. The means
of getting to this central place involve going through existing calendar apps as a middle-man. Other than accessing documents and comments, there is not much benefit or motivation to
transition from existing practices (e.g. Google Calendar, Office 365) to meetin.gs.
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Overview
We examined 8 products in terms of their features, information architecture, and user interface. We map their functions onto a 2x2 matrix: the Individual vs. Collaborative axis
distinguishes the concepts focused on personal management versus collective contributions; the Multi-Function vs. Meeting-Specific axis distinguishes the concepts focused on
contextualizing meetings with multiple functions verses meetings specifically. The blank space in the lower-right suggests our opportunity space and direction:
We should to design a tool that is both collaborative and meeting-specific.

Where
we want
to focus

Research Kit
The Future of Meetings
Xinbei Hu, Can Zhao, Corey Brown
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Introduction &
Background

Overview
The meeting is a vehicle for many organizational activities, and employees spend a
significant amount of time in meetings [1]. Our research aims to identify opportunities
to improve the value of collaborative business meetings. Research has shown that a
large portion of meetings are perceived as unproductive by attendees. Meetings
should add value to participants’ lives by providing a sense of progress — problems
being defined, decisions getting made, priorities being prioritized, and solutions being
built upon the benefit of multiple perspectives [2]. This project intends to better understand the intents, process, and efficacy of workplace meetings to increase the value of
meetings.
How might we facilitate constructive collaborations of meeting attendees in the US
working environment?

Literature Review
Meetings are pervasive in business culture. Meetings are defined as “an act or process of
coming together” that may be “a chance or a planned encounter.” Romano and Nunamaker further this description in the context of business meetings, addressing level of
formality and temporal and physical dispersion, defining meetings as “a focused interaction of cognitive attention, planned or chance, where people agree to come together for a
common purpose, whether at the same time and the same place, or at different times in
different places” [3]. Meetings, whether in-person or remote— using audio and/or video
conferencing— occur to facilitate communication along a variety of areas of focus.
Among these are decision making, reviews, status updates, brainstorming, planning, and
information exchange. "We meet because people holding different jobs have to cooperate to get a specific task done. We meet because the knowledge and experience needed
in a specific situation are not available in one head, but have to be pieced together out of
the knowledge and experience of several people" [4]. While meetings have been a standard way of communicating and collaborating for years, studies and testimonials show
that they are not always productive.
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A survey by Clarizen, an enterprise work collaboration software company found that
“Three in five employed adults reported that preparing for a status meeting “takes
longer than the meeting itself,” [5] while more than one-third of those who attend
status meetings called them a waste of their time.” Additionally, Americans spend
an average of 4.6 hours each week preparing for status meetings and 4.5 hours
attending general status meetings (cite clarion study). Almost half of respondents
would rather “do any unpleasant activity” than sit in a status meeting, including
going to the Department of Motor Vehicles or watching paint dry. (note: a status
meeting is defined as a meeting with updates for team members on completed and
active work tasks. Strategy, brainstorming and company planning meetings are not
included in this definition of a status meeting.)
Research also shows that the time spent in meetings can be both unproductive and
counterproductive. Almost three in five workers reported that they multitask during
status meetings [5] This illustrates the idea that meetings are not always perceived
as a valuable use of time for attendees. Additionally, Parkinson’s Law states that
"work expands so as to fill the time available for its completion.” Essentially, tasks
take as long as the time allotted. If a meeting is planned for two hours, it takes two
hours regardless of the realistic time to completion.
”Almost every time there is a genuinely important decision to be made in an organization, a group is assigned to make it” [6]. While meetings often pose as unproductive use of time, Hall found that “When a group’s final decision is compared to the
independent points of view that the members held before entering the group, the
group’s effort is almost always an improvement over its average individual resource,
and often it is better than even the best individual contribution” [7]. Meetings have
the potential to create productive, valuable, positive outcomes. They can lead to
new ideas, better strategies, stronger relationships, good decisions, and organizational changes [2]. This research plan will attempt to uncover the interactions that
contribute to valuable, constructive meetings and identify the gaps that cause
unproductive, less valuable meetings.
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Research Questions:
In order to figure out how to facilitate the collaboration process of meetings, we plan to
research on the following questions:
1. What are the most common challenges in meetings?
2. Do meeting types and frequencies vary correlated to the size of the company, attendees’ job functions, and experience levels?
3. In the context of collaboration, what form of input data (image, text, video, audio and
etc.) do attendees find most useful and how do they utilize them?
4. What hardware technologies/platforms are usually available in the current meeting
environment?
5. What software tools are usually used in the current meeting environment and for
what purposes?
6. Which stage of meetings has more potential to be interfered - before meetings,
during meetings, or after meetings?

Participant Profile
Our participants will be mainly US professionals who:
1. Are already familiar with professional meetings in the US working environment.
2. Aged 24 - 45
3. Willing to adopt certain technologies to facilitate meetings
4. Have at least 1 year of working experience
5. Have attended various meetings in professional occasions.
6. Work in companies that have less strict policies
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Study
Objectives

Survey
We will distribute survey to people who are currently working or have working experience in the United States. After sending out the survey, we will focus on the population who attend small group of meetings and find out what their current pain points
are. We plan to target IT companies because we aim to target more tech-savvy population with more potential to utilize new technologies rather than more traditional meetings. We want to know the current pain points and current solutions so that we won’t
duplicate efforts. We want to possible directions for our research questions.
Determine what technologies our populations have access to

Semi-structured User interview
The participants that we are going to recruit for our user interview will be selected from
the survey.
In this activity, we decide to build empathy with our participants by hearing personal
stories and examples of their meeting experience. We would like to find out the details
of the structures of each decision-making meeting, the process of making decisions in
each meeting and the way people communicate with each other in each meetings.
After all the data is collected and mapped out, we hope to find the difference and

Contextual inquiry (observe 1~2 meetings)
Comparing the observations of a live meetings and attendees’ recalled memories
would offer us more objective insights understanding the dynamics of meetings. After
the surveys, we will inquire relevant participants whose company allow scholars to audit
meetings for researching purposes and and interview 8 to 9 participants. From these
participants, we will select 2 or 3 participants based on the productiveness of the interviews and ask to join a type of meeting they describe to us.
Concerns: we might not be allowed to attend companies’ meetings or are not allowed
to attend the type of meetings we’re interested in.
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Interview Study Guide
Hi.I’m [interviewer] and this is [note-taker] and [photographer].Thank you so much for
taking the time to do the survey and talk with us about the meeting experience.Today,
I’ll be talking with you, [note-taker] will be taking notes, and [photographer] will be
taking some photos to help us remember what you’ve told us.We’ll let you review
these photos at the end. If you ever need to
take a break please let us know. We can stop the session at anytime
We’d like to record this interview, is that still alright with you?
Can you sign this form? It says that you’re giving us permission to use the photos we
take for our project. It also says that you’re giving us permission to record this conversation, but that the recording won’t be shared with anyone else. Do you have any
questions?
Would you like to use the restroom or get a drink/snack before we start?

Background Questions
Before we talk about the meeting experience, we have some questions about you.
What do you do?
Which company are you working at? What city?
Which team do you work at?

Process of Meetings
How many meetings do you participate every week? In each week what day tend to
have most meetings? What types of meetings do you attend the most often? How
many percentage of your time at work each day that you need to attend meetings?
Are all the meetings mandatory?
Have you ever attended decision-making meeting? How often? When? How many
people in these types of meetings? Who are the participants (what roles)? How did
you schedule the meetings? How long it took?
Walk us through your experience in one of those meetings.
In the meeting, how did you involve in the decision making process? How did you
make decisions? How did you and your colleague come to an agreement?
If you have everything the way you wanted about the way you and your colleagues
communicate, what would it look like?
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What tool did you use during the meeting? (Taking notes, photos, scheduling, sharing…)
How productive do you think is each meeting? Why do you think that is?
Can you describe how you feel about the process?
Do you ever multitasking in the meeting? (check emails, reply message) Do you
think it will interfere with the meetings?
Did you ever remotely join the meeting before? How often do you do that? How do
you like that experience? How would you like to change it ?According to your own
experience What is the main difference between remote and not remote meetings?

Conclusion
Is there anything else you’d like to tell us?
Thank you so much for spending time with us. Those are all the questions we have!
We hope you enjoyed the experience as much as we did Here is a small thank you
from us.<Give gratuity.> Please sign this form to acknowledge that we’ve given this
gift to you along with our contact information.
Again, thank you for your time. Here is our contact information if you have any
questions.
what kind of information the participant is following from the meeting and what the
actions are.
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Contextual Inquiry Session Plan
Comparing the observations of a live meetings and attendees’ recalled memories
would offer us more objective insights understanding the dynamics of meetings.

Consent Form Preparation
We should ask the participant to point us to the organizer of the meeting, and
inquire if we need to sign any consent form not to share any content of the meetings beyond educational purposes. We need to know if audio/video recording is
acceptable, what form of notes we are allowed to take, what other restrictions exist.

Pre-Meeting Check-in with Participant (10 minutes)
We will ask the participant what kind of preparation they would do before the actual
meeting through emails or instant messages.

Introduction before the meeting (5 mins)
We should introduce the team (background and name) and the purpose of the
observations - our purpose is to improve the quality of meetings through technology
resorts.

Observe and make notes during meetings (ideally less than 1
hour)
We should merely observe and make notes. If audio or video are allowed, we
should make sure the equipment is working during the meeting.

Ask Short Questions after the meeting (5 minute)
After the meetings, if possible, we could ask short questions about what software/platform/technology are used during the meeting.

Follow-up Check-in with Participant (20 minutes)
After the meeting, we will check in with the participant within one week and ask
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Consent Form
About
We’re investigating the experience and conditions of meetings from professionals who are
familiar with the working environment in the United States, like you. We hope to learn more
about the dynamics of group meetings in order to facilitate constructive collaborations of
meetings in the professional context through the design of digital products.

Form
This is just an interview. We have a list of question, but we see it more like a conversation. You
don’t have to answer any question you don’t care to.

Confidentiality
We will need to audio record during the interview process. The purpose of audio recording is
for us to take notes and synthesize them into insights for our project. You can immediately raise
any concerns or areas of discomfort during the session with the study administrator. You may
ask that we stop recording at any time. The recording will not be shared beyond our team
members (Corey Brown, Xinbei Hu, Can Zhao, students of MHCI+D at the University of
Washington). The records associated with this study will be kept private. We will not link your
name or other personally identifiable details to the content of this interview in any form — your
participation will remain anonymous. However, we would like to be able to associate
participants' occupations with their data. If you do not want your occupation associated with
your data, let us know and we will omit that information.

Compensation
For taking part in the study, you’ll be given a $15 Amazon Gift Card as thanks.

If you agree with the above, please sign here:

Name

Date
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Consent Form
Audio Recorder
iPhone
Skype
Note-taking
Notebook
Pens/Pencils
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